CHAPTER   III
LIBERALISM AND THE MONARCHY
I.  THE  LIBERAL  CREED
it is difficult to believe that a century ago Liberalism was
regarded as a dangerous and revolutionary creed. It was not
merely that the name was attached as an opprobrious label to
" advanced " theories of all kinds, in much the same way as
in later times Radicalism, Socialism and Bolshevism have
been used to designate any political philosophy somewhat in
advance of the great mass of public opinion, but the actual
tenets of the Liberal school were held to be subversive of
the existing social order, and Liberalism identified with the
excesses of revolutionary thought or of terrorist policy.
The main points of the Liberal faith, or rather the general
practical attitude on current issues of those who supported
Liberalism in politics, have been briefly summarized in an
earlier chapter. In spite of its name, there was little breadth
of outlook or wideness of appeal about it: it was a narrow,
legalist creed and represented essentially a governing-class point
of view.
Liberalism was first and foremost the philosophy of those
to whom Restoration Conservatism would deny either political
power or even adequate freedom of criticism. In this sense it
was indeed a demand for, an affirmation of, liberty. But how
narrow and limited was its conception of liberty appears us
soon as we inquire for whom, and in the name of what, they
affirmed or demanded that liberty. Was it in the name of the
"principles of 1789," of inherent individual rights? By no
means. The Liberalism of the twenties and thirties, in spite of
its enemies' declarations to the contrary, was not a conscious
development of the revolutionary tradition, much less an
application of revolutionary principles; it tended to be on its
guard against abstract dogmas, principles and a priori theories.
In its thought it was as distrustful of first principles as Maistre
or Bonald; as one of the noblest of Liberals, R^musat, naively
explains, men are swayed by prejudices, weaknesses, passions,
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